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Abstract.

The structure of the reconnectionlayer at the daysidemagnetopauseis studied

by usinga two-dimensional
(2-D) hybrid code.The simulationdomainis a rectanglein the
xz plane around an X line at the magnetopause.In our previousstudy the guide magnetic

fieldBy wasassumed
to be zero.In the presentsimulation
the effectsof a finiteBy on the
reconnectionlayer are studied. In addition, the influenceof shearflowson the magnetic
reconnectionis alsoinvestigated.In the caseswith a shearflow speedA V - 0, as near the
subsolarregion,a large-amplituderotationaldiscontinuityis presenton the magnetosheath
sideof the reconnectionlayer, acrosswhich the magneticfield changesdirectionfrom the
magnetosheath
to the magnetosphere.A high-speedacceleratedflow is presenton the
magnetospheric
side of the rotational discontinuity.For a higher-latitudereconnection
in the Northern Hemisphere, where a shear flow is present acrossthe magnetopause,
the structure of the reconnectionlayer northward of the X line is very different from that
southward.Northward of the X line, the rotational discontinuitywith a larger field rotational

angleexistson the magnetospheric
sideif the shearflow speedA V
where VAIn and V•t8 are the Alfv•n speedsin the magnetosphereand the magnetosheath,
respectively.Below the X line, a thin, strongrotational discontinuityis alwayspresenton

the magnetosheath
side. By tracingthe orbitsof individualion particles,we haveperformed
a detailedanalysisof ion transmissionand reflectionat the magnetopause.The average

transmission
(reflection)
rate of the magnetosheath
ionsis foundto be -• 85% (15%). The
reflectionof the magnetosheath
ionsoccursmainly in the inner boundarylayer.
current sheet, applicable to the magnetotail current

1. Introduction

sheet,and Levy et al.'s [1964]asymmetricmodelfor
Magneticreconnection
[Dungey,1961]is a fundamen- the daysidemagnetopause,where the magnetospheric
tal mechanismfor the transport of solar wind mass,mo-

plasma density is assumedto be zero. Further theo-

mentum,and energyinto the magnetosphere.The cou- retical studiesbasedon the ideal magnetohydrodynampling betweenmagnetospheric
flowsand the flowsseen ics(MHD) indicatethat in generalcasesrotationaldisin the polar and auroral ionosphereis also largely af- continuities,slow shocks,slow expansionwaves,and a
fectedby magneticreconnections
at the magnetopause contactdiscontinuitymay exist in the outflow region

[Lockwood
and Smith,1994]. Satelliteobservations
at [Heynet al., 1988;Lin and Lee, 1994a]. A primary
the daysidemagnetopause[Paschmannet al., 1979; large-amplituderotational discontinuityboundsthe re$onnerupet al., 1981; Goslinget al., 1990a, 1990b] connectionlayer from the magnetosheathside. In rehaveprovidedstrongevidencefor the existenceof quasisteadymagneticreconnection
in the low-latitude(nearsubsolar)magnetopause
undera southwardinterplanetary magneticfield(IMF). Observations
of high-latitude
reconnections
near the cuspmagnetopause
undernorthward IMF conditionsare alsoreported for reconnections
polewardor equatorwardof the cusp [Goslinget al.,
1991; Onsager and Fuselief, 1994; Ft•selier et al., 1997,
2000;Chandleret al., 1999].
Early theoretical modelsof steady state reconnection
mainly includePetschek's[1964]modelfor symmetric

sistiveMHD simulationsthe rotationaldiscontinuityis

replaced by an intermediate shock in the caseswith a

zeroguidefield (By = 0; coplanarmagneticfield)or a
time-dependent
intermediate
shockfor By y• 0 [Lin and
Lee,1994a].
Two-dimensional(2-D) resistiveMHD simulations
were alsocarried out to study the structure of the recon-

nectionlayer in the magnetosphere
[$ato, 1979; Ugai,
1984; $choler,1989; $hi and Lee, 1990; Lin and Lee,
1999]. Slow shocks,intermediateshocks,and timedependentintermediateshockswere found, although
the MHD Rankine-Hugonuit(RH) jump conditionsare
not highly satisfied at slow shocksand intermediate
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shocksowingto the finite simulationdomain[Lin and
Lee,1999].
MHD models and simulations,however,do not con-
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sider the particle kinetic effects. In the efforts to in-

clude the kinetic effects,both one-dimensional
(l-D)
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formation of the core field (Hall field) within timedependentplasmoidsat the magnetopauseand in the

hybrid simulationsand 2-D hybrid simulations,in which magnetotail. The magnetopausediscontinuitiesin the
ions are treated as discrete particles and electrons are caseswith By 5• 0, however,havenot beenidentifiedby
treated as a masslessfluid, of magnetosphericreconnec- the RH jump conditionfor quasi-steadyreconnections.
tion layershavebeenperformedin recentyears. Lin and
An important conditionthat may affect the processes
Lee[1994a]in their 1-D hybridsimulationindicatethat of magnetic reconnection is the presenceof a finite
the contact continuity disappearsbecauseof the mix- magnetosheathflow, or the shear flow, at the mag-

ing of ions along field lines. The slow shockand slow
expansionwave are modified. The time-dependentintermediate shocksquickly evolve to a steady rotational
discontinuity,and the intermediate shockexists only in
the caseswith B u = 0. The existenceof rotational
discontinuitiesand associatedhigh-speedflows is consistent with the satellite observationsof quasi-steady
reconnectionsat the magnetopause.

netopause. Observationsat the flank of the magne-

topauseby Goslinget al. [1986]havefoundthat the
structure of the boundary layer is quite different from
the structure of the subsolarmagnetopause,where the

shearflowis nearlyzero. A 1-D hybridsimulation[Lin
andLee,1994b]and a 2-D MHD simulation[La BelleHamer et al., 1995]havebeenperformedto investigate
the magnetic reconnectionin the presenceof a shear

In 2-D reconnection in collisionlessplasmas the re- flow at the flank magnetopause. La Belle-Hamer et
connection requires the presenceof a certain electric al. [1995]found that the reconnection
ceasesto defield in the diffusion region. This reconnectionelec- velopfor a sufficientlylarge magnetosheathflow speed

tric field may be generatedbecauseof electroninertia, V8 > (VA8+ VA,•), whereV• and V•,• are the Alfv•n
nongyrotropic pressure, or other terms associatedwith speedsin the magnetosheathand the magnetosphere,
the generalizedOhm'slaw [e.g.,LyonsandPridemore- respectively.In addition,Lin and Lee [1994b]found
Brown, 1990; Cai et al., 1994; Hesseet al., 1995; Shay that there exists a thresholdshear flow speedV* such
and Drake, 1998]. Full-particlemodelswhich include that in caseswith V• < V* ( V• > V*) the rotaboth ion and electrondynamics[e.g.,Pritchett, 1994; tional discontinuity with a larger field rotation exists
Shay and Drake, 1998] emphasizethe physicsof the on the magnetosheath
(magnetospheric)
sideof the reX line, but they have numericallimitationsfor large- connection layer. The threshold speed is found to be
scale(ion scale)structuresof the outflowregion. Hy- V* = (V• - V•,•). The shearflow effectson the 2-D
brid simulationmodels,on the other hand, can simulate reconnection,however,havenot been studiedby using
the large-scalestructure,althoughthe physicsof the X kinetic models.
line associatedwith the electronparticle dynamicscanThe purposeof this paper is to systematicallystudy
not be included. Hesseet al. [1995]and Kuznetsova the structureof the quasi-steadyreconnectionlayer at
andHesse[1995]developed
a hybridmodelfor the self- the daysidemagnetopausewith the presenceof a shear
consistentevolution of the full electronpressuretensor. flow or a finite guidemagneticfield (By 5• 0) by us-

In the presentstudyand our previoussimulations[Lin ing a 2-D hybrid simulation code. The ion transmisandXie, 1997]the reconnection
electricfieldis supplied sion and reflectionat the magnetopausereconnection
explicitlyby a resistiveterm in the diffusionregion. Our
main interest is in the large-scalestructure of the reconnection layer, which is found to be not sensitiveto the
resistivity at the X line. Similar hybrid models have
alsobeen usedfor the reconnectionlayer in the distant

layer is alsoinvestigatedby tracing orbits of individual

particles. Our previous2-D simulation[Lin and Xie,

1997]studiedonlythe casewith By = 0 andwithout

the magnetosheathflow. It is shownin this paper that
the presenceof a finite magnetosheathflow and a finite
magnetotail[e.g.,Lin and Swift, 1996;Lottermoseret guidefield altersthe structureof the magnetopause
disal., 1998].
continuitiessignificantly.The structure of reconnection
Lin and Xie [1997]carriedout a 2-D hybrid sim- layersaboveand belowthe X line is very differentowing
ulation to study the formation and the structure of to the presenceof the shear flow.
the daysidereconnection
layer with By - 0. It was
The organizationof the paper is as follows. The simfound that a quasi-steadystructure developsbehind ulation model is given in section 2. In section 3 the
a leading transient bulge in the reconnection. An in- simulationresultswith By 5• 0 are presented.The retermediate shock bounds the reconnectionlayer from sults in the caseswith V8 • 0 are shownin section4.
the magnetosheath side. The results are consistent The ion transport acrossthe magnetopauseis discussed
with the 1-D hybridsimulations
[Lin andLee,1994a]. in section5. A summaryis givenin section6.

Krauss-Varbanet al. [1999]performeda similar 2D hybrid simulation to study the formation of the 2. Simulation
Model
magnetopausetransition during reconnectionand found
somerotationaldiscontinuity-like
structurein the magA 2-D hybridcode[Lin andSwift,1996;Lin andXie,

netopause. Karimabadiet al. [1999]used 2-D and 1997]is usedto studythe structureof the reconnection
three-dimensional
hybrid simulationsto investigatethe layerat the daysidemagnetopause.
In the hybridcode,
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ally muchlowerthan the ion temperatureat the magnetopause,is assumedto be zerofor simplicity.
a rectanglein the xz plane. Initially, the magnetopause At the outflowboundariesat z = +Lz/2 the plasma
current sheet is located at x = 0. The magnetosheath flow velocityis free. The magneticfield is extrapolated
is in the regionwith x > 0, and the magnetosphere
is on the basis of a zero curl and a zero divergenceof
in x < 0, wherex is the normaldirectionof the current the field. At the inflow boundariesx = +Lx/2, Bx
sheet.The antiparallelmagneticfield is alongthe z di- is set to be zero to assurea small separatrix angle of
rection, with +z pointing to the north, and a common quasi-steady
reconnection
[Yan et al., 1992], but the
guidemagneticfield is in the y (dawn-dusk)direction. magnetic flux can convectinto the simulation domain
The magneticfield componentBz, the ion numberden- with the inflows induced by fast mode wavesfrom the
sity N, and the temperatureT havea smoothtransition reconnection.Initially, there is no inflow velocity. The
through the initial current sheet. Let the subscripts reason for not using a completely free magnetic field

ions are treated as discreteparticles, and electronsare
treated as a massless fluid. The simulation domain is

s and m denote quantities in the magnetosheathand at the inflow boundary is that the inflow condition is
magnetosphere,
respectively.The initial z component partly determined by the magnetosheathfield, which
is carried by the magnetosheathplasma flow under a
magneticfield and plasmatemperatureare givenby

1 •t_
- B•)tanh(
x (1)
Bzo(X)
-- •(Bzm
Bzs)
•t_
•1(Bzm
•),

normal pressure.

In thispaperthe time t is normalized
to f•.

The

magnetic field is in units of the magnetosphericfield
I
x
Bin, N is in units of the magnetosphericion number
to(x)7),
density Nm, and T is in units of Tin. The velocity is
where 5 - A,• is the half width of the initial current normalized to the magnetosphericAlfv•n speed VAIn,
sheet,/•m = C/OJpim
is the magnetospheric
ion inertial and the spatial coordinates are normalized to Am. The
length,c is the speedof light, andOJpi
m is the ion plasma electriccurrentdensityJ is normalizedto Bm/(l•OXm).
frequencyin the magnetosphere.The ion number density is determinedby the total pressurebalancecondi- 3. Effects of a Finite By
tion. The initial y componentmagneticfield is assumed
In this section we present simulations for caseswith
to be constant. The z componentplasma flow velocity
a finite guidemagneticfield By 5• 0. The shearflow
is given by

1(T,•+Ts)+ (T,•- Ts)tanh( (2)

I

I

speed is set to be zero. Three cases are shown in the

x

Vzo(X)
- •(Vzm
2rVzs)
2r•(Vzm
- V•)tanh(•),(3)

following.A casewith By - 0 is alsoshownbrieflyfor

comparison.In the simulationthe number of ions per
where Vzm and V• are the magnetosheathand magne- cellis chosento be N8 - 200 on the magnetosheath
side,
tosphericflow velocities,respectively,in the z direction. and the density Nm - 20. The cell size Ax - 0.3,•m,
The simulation

is carried out in the frame in which the

magnetosheathflow velocity is assumedto be northward with Vz• > 0, the magnetospheric
flow velocityis
southwardwith Vzm• O, and ]V• I = [Vzm[.This referenceframe is roughlythe frame of the X line for the
casesshownin this paper. This situation is applicable
to the Northern Hemisphere. Our study does not emphasizethe conditionfor the movementof the X line,

and Az - 0.6,•m. The size of the simulation domain is

L• xL• - 60•m X 200,•m,which correspondsto a system
length of +1.1 Re in the x direction and +3.5 Re in
the z direction for a magnetosphericdensity Nm • 2
cm

-3

.

In caseI the guide magneticfield By• - Byre 0.3Bin. The ratios of magneticfields, plasma densities,
and temperatures on the two sidesof the initial current

but rather the structure of the discontinuity in the re-

sheetare assumedto be Ns/Nm - 10, B•/B,, - 0.75,
connectionlayer. The simulationresultswill be plotted and T•/Tm - 0.32. The ion beta in the magnetosphere
in the Earth frame, in which the magnetospheric
flow is set to be /•m -- 0.2, and that in the magnetosheath
speed is zero.
is 3• - 1.13. Figure I showsthe configurationof magIn this paper we study the evolutionof a spontaneous netic field lines, the ion velocity vectors, and contours

reconnection
[$choler,1989]. A constantresistivityis of the densityN at t- 600f• •. A quasi-steady
reconimposedat the centerof the domain,(x,z) = (0,0), nection layer has formed in the outflow region of the
to triggerthe reconnection.The resistivityis modeled reconnection,while a leading bulge has moved out of
througha collisionalterm in the ion equationof motion the domain. The transient structure of the outflow reand the electron's momentum equation. The collision gion in collisionlessreconnectionat the magnetopause
frequencyis assumedto be
and in the magnetotail has been simulatedby other hy-

u- uoexp[-(x
2 + z2)/52],

(4)

brid simulations[Hesseet al., 1995;Lin andXie, 1997;
Lottermoseret al., 1998]. In the quasi-steadystate of

where •o • 1-5f•m and f•m is the magnetosphericion case1, two rotational discontinuitieshave formed on the
gyrofrequency.
The initial ion temperatureis assumed two sidesof the reconnectionlayer. A strongrotational
to be isotropic. The electrontemperature, which is usu- discontinuity,as indicated in Figure I by the dashed
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sity N are nearlyconstant.The flowcomponents
Vy
and V• increase
corresponding
to By and B•, respec-

80

tively. The parallel temperatureincreasesin the reconnectionlayer owingto the mixingof the ionsfrom the

magnetosheath
and the magnetosphere
[Lin and Xie,
1997].The perpendicular
temperaturealsoslightlyin-

,..
.

..

creasesacrossRD1. The RH jump conditionsof rotational discontinuityare examinedfor the plasmawith

the anisotropic
temperature[Lin andLee,1994a]and
are foundto be nearlysatisfiedat RD 1, exceptthat the
velocityjump is smallerthan the jump in the Alfv6n

.... •1 ......
...... il I ......

velocityas predicted.The changesin Vy and V• are
nearlyequalto 65% of the changesin Alfv6nvelocities
VAyand VA•, respectively.The smallerchangein the
flowvelocityhasalsobeenfoundin the 2-D hybridsimulationof Lin andXie [1997]and satelliteobservations
at magnetopause
rotationaldiscontinuities
[Sonnerup
et
-80
al.,
1990].
Across
RD2
the
tangential
magnetic
field
ro-2525
-25
-2525
25
tates by a smallangleof 28ø. The RH jump conditions
X/Xm
of rotationaldiscontinuityare nearlysatisfiedat RD2.
Figure 1. (left)Magneticfield lines, (middle)ionveAt the distancez = z•, whichis closerto the X line,
locityvectors,and (right)a contourplot of ion number RD1 and RD2 are closerin the x direction,as seenin
densityN at t = 600f•,• in caseI with By = 0.3B,•. Figure 2. The hodogramof the tangentialmagnetic
The two dotted lines correspondto z = Zl = 30,kinand
field showsan S-shapedrotationof the magneticfield
z = z2 = 70,km,respectively.Rotational discontinuities
throughRD1, with an electronsense(right-hand)rota"RDI" and "RD2" are indicatedby two dashedlines.
tion in the upstream,i.e., the magnetosheathside,and
an ion sense(left-hand)rotationin the downstream.In
RD2 the tangential magneticfield undergoesan elec..

,

ß

line labeled "RDI", is present on the magnetosheath
side. A weak rotational discontinuity,labeled "RD2" in
Figure 1, is presenton the magnetospheric
side. Across
RD 1 the Bz componentof the magneticfield changesdirection from the magnetosheathto the magnetosphere.
The anglebetweenthe RD 1 front and the z axis is 2.4ø.
AcrossRD2 the Bz componentremainsthe direction of
the magnetosphericfield. The angle betweenthe RD2
front and the z axis is 4.9ø. The ion flows are greatly
acceleratedacrossRD 1 and RD2 in the outflow region
of the reconnection,as shownin the velocity vectorplot.
Figure 2 shows hodogramsof the tangential mag-

tron sense rotation.

The electron sense rotation

of the

magneticfield has also been found throughthe rotational discontinuitiesin the regionwith z < 0 below
the X line.

Similar to our previoussimulationfor the casewith

By = 0 [Lin andXie, 1997],no slowshocks
are identified. The densityand magneticfield strengthchanges
monotonically
in betweenRD1 and RD2 throughthe
reconnectionlayer.

For comparison,the magneticfield hodogramand
the spatial profilesof By, Bz, and N in case2 initially with By = 0 are shownin Figure 3 . Similar

netic field (By and B•) as x variesfrom the magnetosheath(negativeBz) to the magnetosphere
(positive
B•) and spatial profilesof the normalizedquantities
By, B•, ion flow velocitycomponentsVy and V•, par-

to case 1, a strong discontinuity,acrosswhich the direction of the tangential magneticfield changesfrom
the magnetosheath
to the magnetosphere,
is presenton
the magnetosheath
side. The magneticfield is coplanar
allel temperature
Tll and perpendicular
T_c,and den- acrossthis discontinuity,and thus the field rotation ansity N at t = 600f•nI alongx at z = z1 = 30,k,•and gle is equal to 180ø. A slight densityincreaseis seen
z -- z2 ----?O/km.The two positions Zl and z2 are indi- acrossthis discontinuity.A closeexaminationindicates
cated by the two dotted lines in Figure 1. Note that x that the RH jump conditionsof an intermediateshock,
is normalizedto Am, which is •0 3.2 times of the mag- insteadof rotationaldiscontinuity,are nearly satisfied
netosheathion inertial length ,ks. In Figure 2 the two at this discontinuity
[Lin andXie, 1997],althoughthe
rotational discontinuities RD1 and RD2 are indicated
structuresof the magneticfield and plasmaquantities
by the two vertical dotted lines through their center. appearvery similarto the rotationaldiscontinuityRD1
The

identification

of RD1

and RD2

as rotational

dis-

in case2 with By • 0. Thereforethe finite By on the

continuitiesis given below. AcrossRD1 at z - z2 the two sides of the initial current sheet results in the nontangential magnetic field rotates by •0 136ø from neg- coplanar discontinuities,which are rotational discontiative to positive Bz, as shown in the field hodogram. nuities. The existenceof quasi-steadydiscontinuities
The magneticfieldstrengthB (not shown)and the den- is consistentwith satelliteobservations
at the magne-
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Figure2. Hodograms
of thetangential
magnetic
fieldandspatialprofiles
of By, Bz, Vy,Vz,Tii,Tñ, andN
at t - 600f•n
1 asa function
of x alongz - zl andz - z2in case1. Thevertical
dottedlinesarethrough
the
discontinuitiesRD1 and RD2 in Figure 1.

topause[Paschmanet al., 1979;Sonnerupet al., 1981; 1979; Keyset and Roth, 1998], we have also studied
Goslinget a/.,1990a,1990b].
caseswith various magnetic field profiles in the iniConsideringthat the magnetic structure in the ini- tial current sheet. In the followingwe show a case
tial current sheet, i.e., a tangential discontinuity,may

with a large initial magnetic field rotation. In case 3

be complicatedat the magnetopause
[Lee and Kan,

the magneticfieldand plasmaquantitiesin the magne-
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tosheathand the magnetosphereare the sameas in case
in

1, with B8 = 0.75B,• and Bys- Byre- 0.3Bm,except

,

that the magnetic field follows a large rotation angle
of 240ø > 180ø (electronsensefrom magnetosheath
to
the magnetosphere).Similar to case1, two rotational

o
,

By

discontinuities

nection layer. The top and bottom rows of Figure 4
show the magnetic field hodogramsacrossthe reconnectionlayer at z - 30Am and z - 50Am,respectively.
The left, middle, and right columns show the results

1.3

-1.3

Bz

RD1 and RD2 are formed in the recon-

1.3

at t - 180f•n1, 300f•n1, and450f•n1, respectively.
At
t ----180f•n1 the rotationaldiscontinuities
havealready

1.3

formed at z = 30A,• but have not formed at farther

distancez - 50A,•. The tangential magneticfield is
seenstill followingthe large rotation anglethroughthe

-1.3

reconnection
layerat z - 30Am.At t - 300Ft•1 the
1.3

field rotation angle through the reconnectionlayer at
z = 30A,• hasbecome< 180ø, with By • 0 throughout
the layer. Similar to case 1, an S-shapedfield rotation
is seen in RD1.

1.3

The rotational

discontinuities have also

formed at z - 50A,•, but the field rotation angle there

is still > 180ø. Finally,at t = 450f•n1 the tangential

2O

magneticfield followsthe shortpath in the hodogramat
both the closer(z = 30Am)and the farther (z = 50A,•)
distance from the X line.

The

structure

of the rotational

tained from our 2-D simulation

25

-25

discontinuities

ob-

is consistent with that

from previous1-D hybrid simulations[Swift and Lee,
1983;Krauss-Vatban,
1993;Lin andLee,2000]:because

X/)km

of the ion orbits in the discontinuity,the rotational disFigure 3. Hodogramof the tangentialmagneticfield continuity tends to evolve to an equilibrium structure
andspatial
profiles
ofBu,Bz, andN at t - 600f• • as in which the magnetic field followsthe smallestrota-

a functionof x at z - 60•,• in case2 with Bu - 0.

-180•

rn

-•

'
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Bz
Bz
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'

[

-1
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B

-1.0

B

-1.0

-450•
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1.0

-1

1.0

By

-1.0

tion angle (< 180ø). In case3 this evolutionwould

-1.0

Bz

1.0

-1.0

Figure 4. Magneticfieldhoddgrams
across
the reconnection
layerat z -- 30•m and z - 50/•min case3, in which
the initial magneticfield followsa large rotation angle of 240ø.
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result in an ion sense field rotation from upstream to

RD2, respectively,even though they may be an inter-

downstream.At the upstreamedge,however,the magnetic field maintains an electron senserotation, while
the RD1 transition is dominated by the ion senserota-

mediateshockin the caseswith By - 0.
Figure 5b showsthe configurationof field lines, ion
velocity vectors, and contoursof the field-alignedcur-

tion, resultingin the S-shapedstructurein RD1. The rents in case4 with shear flow speedAV - Vz8- Vz,• =
electronsenserotation at the magnetopause
rotational 0.2V/•8- 0.05V/•,•at t - 600f• •. The resultsin case
discontinuityhas beenpredictedby $u and $onnerup 2 with A V - 0 are shown in Figure 5a for compari-

[1968]usingthe first-order
orbit theoryandobserved son. Note that the velocities are plotted in the Earth
by Sonnerupand Cahill [1968]. The observation
by
Berchemand Russell[1982]from ISEE I and 2 magnetopausecrossings
showedthat the magnetopause
rotational discontinuitypossesses
a field rotation angle

frame. In case2 the structure of the reconnectionlayer

by Lin andLee[2000].In case3 the time for RD1 to
reverse
its fieldrotationsense
is foundto be ,• 120f• •.

that

is nearly symmetricabove(z > 0) and below (z < 0)

the X line, while in case4 with a shear flow acrossthe
magnetopausethe structure of the reconnectionlayer
< 180ø. The timescalefor a rotation discontinuity with above the X line is very different from that below the
a field rotation angle > 180ø to evolveto a structure X line. The acceleratedflow in the steady state reconwith a minimum rotation angle has been investigated nection layer has a speedabove the X line higher than

The width of the final equilibriumRD1 is • 3,kin.
4. Effects

of Shear

Flows

below the X line in the X line frame.

This

dif-

ference in the convectionspeed is due to the fact that
the magnetosheathflow velocityis parallel to the direction of the magnetic tension force acrossthe primary
rotational RD1 above X line but is antiparallel to the
tension force below the X line.

Therefore

in case 4 the

In this section we present four caseswith various magnetosheathflow is acceleratedabove the X line, as
shearflow speedsacrossthe initial current sheet. The seenfrom the northward(positivez) flowvectorsin the
guidemagneticfield By is assumedto be zero in the z > 0 region in the reconnectionlayer, while the flow

magnetosheath
and the magnetosphere.
The ratiosof

is decelerated

and turned

southward

below the X line.

magneticfield, plasmadensities, and temperatureon In case4 the convectionspeedsat the center of the rethe two sides are the same as in the previous cases. connectionlayer are found to be nearly 0.38V/•m above
Sincein generalcasesthe discontinuities
that bound the X line and 0.12V/•,• below the X line in the Earth
the reconnectionlayer are rotational discontinuities,in frame. The formation of the reconnectionlayer above
the followingwe referto tile discontinuities
on the mag- the X line is also faster than that below the X line, as
netosheathand the magnetospheric
sidesas RD1 and seenfrom Figure 5b, in which the leadingbulge has not
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Figure 5. (a)(left)Magnetic
fieldlines,(middle)ion
velocityvectors,
and (right)contours
of the field-aligned

current
density
Jllat t - 600f•• incase
2 withAV - 0. (b)results
at t - 600f•• incase
4 withAV - 0.2VA,.
The dotted linescorrespondto z - 30,k• and z - -26,k•.
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Figure6. (a) (left)Magnetic
fieldlines,(middle)ion
velocity
vectors,
and(right)contours
of J I at t - 60012•
1
in case5 with AV = 1.0Vns. The dottedlinescorrespond
to z = Zl = 40•m and z = -25•m. (b)resultsat
t = 60012•
1 in case6 with AV = 1.4Vns.The dottedlinescorrespond
to z = Zl = 64•m andz = -25•m.

convected out of the simulation

domain in the z < 0

region, while the steady reconnectionlayer has formed
in the entire z > 0 region.
In both case2 and case4 a strongfield-alignedcur-

The strengthof the primary rotational discontinu-

ity RD1 (secondary
RD2)isreduced
(enhanced)
bythe

presence
of the sheathflow. Figure6a showsmagnetic
fieldlines,flowvelocities,
and contours
of the parallel
rent densityJII is seenin RD1 on the magnetosheathcurrentsat t = 45012•1 in case5 with AV = 1.0V•s=
side, as seenin Figure 5. The solid (dotted) contour 0.25V•m. Abovethe X line the positionswherethe field

existnearlyat the cenlinesindicatepositive(negative)
JIl' The existence
of lineskinkat variousz distances
the parallelcurrentsis due to the finite By oscillations tral x locationsin the reconnection
layer, whereasin

case2 with AV = 0 the magnetopause
currentlayeris
largelyconcentrated
in RD1onthemagnetosheath
side.
The perpendicularcurrents in RD1 are also stronger In case4, althoughthe magnetopause
currentlayerexthan that in RD2. In the caseswith By = 0 in the istsin the entirewidth (alongx) of reconnection
layer
magnetosheathand the magnetosphere,the rotation in in z > 0, the total width of this reconnection
layer
in the rotational discontinuity,which is causedby the
Hall effects associated with the finite ion Larmor

radii.

the magneticfield is right-handedin the magnetopause appears narrower than that in case 2 because the con-

rotationaldiscontinuities.
ThereforeJII < 0 (JII > 0)

vectionspeedof the fieldlinesalongthe magnetopause

aboveor northward(belowor southward)of the X line.
These currentscorrespondto upward field-alignedcur-

is faster. Figure 6b depictsthe resultsin case6 with
AV = 1.4Vn• = 0.35VAIn.The locationassociatedwith
a sharpchangein the magneticfield directionat var-

rents in the ionosphere in both Northern and South-

side
ernHemispheres.
On the otherhand,in RD2, JII > 0 iousdistancez hasshiftedto the magnetospheric
layer.Belowthe X line,however,
a
(JII < 0) above(below)the X line. Notethat in the of the reconnection
RD1 still existson the magnetosheath
caseswith By > 0, JII in the final structureof both large-amplitude
RD1 and RD2 above or below the X line is positive.

The sense
of JII is reversed
for By < 0 onthe twosides
of the magnetopausecurrent layer. The generationof

side in both case 5 and case 6.

The left, middle,andrightcolumns
of Figure7a show

thespatial
profiles
ofquantities
B•, V•,Tii(solid
lines),

Alfv•n modewavesand the associated
JII in dayside andTñ (dottedlines)in case4, case5, andcase6, rereconnectionhas also been shown by 3-D MHD simu-

spectively,in the reconnection
layer abovethe X line.

lations[e.g.,Ma andLee,.1999].The dominantsenses The resultsare shownfor t = 600•n1 alongthe dotof JII for By > 0 andBy < 0 aresimilarto thoseob- ted linesin the z > 0 regionsin Figures5 and 6. In
tained in our hybrid simulation, but the Hall effect and case4 with AV - 0.2Vn•,the B• component
changes
the evolutionof magneticfield due to the ion dynamics sign acrossRD1, similar to case2 without shearflows.
cannot be studied by the MHD model.
In case5 with AV = 1.0Vns,B• is reducedto • 0
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Figure 7. (a)Spatialprofiles
of B:, V:, Ti[ (solidlines),andT• (dottedlines)in cases4, 5, and6 alongthe
corresponding
dottedlinesabovethe X line in Figures5 and 6. (b) Resultsin (left)case4, (middle)case
5, and
(right)case6 alongthe corresponding
dottedlinesin Figures5 and 6 belowthe X line.

at the center of the reconnectionlayer from both the thatisconsistent
withsucha sense
ofJlldueto thefinite
magnetosheathand the magnetosphere. As the shear inertia of the ions coming into the magnetopausenear
flow further increasesto AV = 1.4VAsin case 6, the the X line. An oppositeBu perturbationwasalsoprelarger-(smaller-)amplituderotationaldiscontinuityhas dicted for the ions from the magnetosphere.Sincethe
shiftedto the locationof RD2 (RD1). Notethat in cases ion densityin the magnetosphereis very low, the domi5 and 6 the flow accelerationacrossRD 1 is weak, while nant senseof Bu in the currentlayer shouldbe that due
a sharp increasein Vz is seen on the magnetospheric to the magnetosheathions, as seenin the above cases.
side.

Note that in the caseswith Bu = 0 on the two sidesof

A similarsenseof the polarization
in Bu hasalsobeen
shownby Karimabadiet al. [1999]for the structureof

theboundary
layer,the negative
(positive)
Jll remains transient magnetopausereconnections.Our simulation
to dominatethe reconnection
layer above(below)the further showsthat the polarizations
of Bu aboveand
X line, regardlessof the magnitude of the shear flow below the X line in the quasi-steadydiscontinuitiesare
speed. Sonnerup[1979]suggested
a Bu perturbation not affected by the existenceof the shear flows. In the
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caseswith a noncoplanar
By the magneticfieldin rotational discontinuitiesalwaysevolvestoward a minimum

field rotation angle, and thus the senseof By in the
currentlayeris alsonot alteredby shearflows.
The left, middle,andright columnsof Figure7b show
the spatial profilesalongthe dotted lines in Figures5
and 6 belowthe X line in Figures5 and 6 for cases4,
5, and 6, respectively.It is seenthat the strongerrotational discontinuityexistson the magnetosheath
side
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line, whichis determinedby the magnetictensionforce
and the resistivity, is so small relative to the X line that
the separatrixangle below the X line approaches90ø,
the net Poyntingflux into the diffusionregionbecomes
zero. Thus the stable X line cannot be maintained.

On

the other hand, the fast removal of the plasma above
the X line resultsin a thinner current layer in the z > 0
region. The X line then easily movesto a new location
in the positive z direction.

in all of these cases. The Vz component is negative at

the center of the reconnectionlayer. It is seen from
the above casesthat a threshold shear flow speed V*

5. Ion

Transmission

and

Reflection

at

the Magnetopause Reconnection Layer

exists,suchthat for A V < V* the strongerrotational
Our simulation showsthat the majority of the incidiscontinuity
existson the magnetosheath
sideandthat
for A V > V* the strongerrotational discontinuityis dent magnetosheathions are transmitted through the
presenton the magnetospheric
side.This resultis con- magnetopauserotational discontinuity RD1 into the
sistentwith the 1-D hybrid simulationof Lin and Lee boundary layer, while a relatively small part of the
[1994b].The threshold
speedin our 2-D simulation
is magnetosheathions are reflected back into the magfoundto be V* _ 1.OVA•----0.33(VAIn- VA•), corre- netosheath. We have traced the particle trajectories to
spondingto case5. Case6 is thus associated
with identify the transmissionrate and the reflectionrate of
AV > V*.

The existence of the threshold shear flow

speedcanbe understood
fromthe jump conditions
of
plasma
flowvelocities
across
thediscontinuities
[Linand
Lee,1994b].Owingto a highdensityand a low magneticfieldin the magnetosheath,
a large-amplitude
RD1
is requiredto accelerateplasmafrom the inflowto the
outflowregionon the magnetosheath
side.In the presenceof the magnetosheathflow, however,the change
of the tangentialvelocityfromthe inflowregionto the
outflowregionis decreased,
and thus RD1 is weaker.
At AV _• V* the field amplitude of RD1 is nearly the

the magnetosheathions.
Because of the existence of two rotational

discontinu-

ities in generalcases,the ions can be reflectedat either
RD1 or RD2. The particle trajectories are found to
be complicated. In our calculation the trajectories are
followedfor particles at various distancesz both above

andbelowthe X linefromt = 0 to t = 600g•,1. Figure
8 showssometypical ion orbits of a groupof the magnetosheathionsin case4, in which AV = 0.2Vn,. Initially,

theseionsare locatednear (x,z) = (7Am,-16Am), as

marked by the crosssign in Figure 8. They are seento
be incident onto the magnetopausereconnectionlayer.
Note that the thresholdspeedobtainedin the isotropic Also shown in Figure 8 are the magnetic field lines

same as that of RD2.

MHD modelis V* = (VA,• - VA,). Owingto the ef- at t = 600i2•,1. Five differenttypesof the orbitsare
fectsof the temperatureanisotropy,
the thresholdspeed shown. Orbit I and orbit 2 representthe particles that
found in the 1-D hybrid simulationby Lin and Lee havetransmitted into the magnetospherefrom the mag-

[1994b]is V* _•0.6(VAIn
- VA,), whichis smallerthan netosheathsideacrossthe current layer, as shownby the
that in the MHD

model.

In our 2-D simulation the

dotted lines in Figure 8. Particle I has penetrated into

thresholdspeedis foundto beevensmaller,nearlyequal the magnetospherefrom a location below the X line,

to 0.33(VAIn- VA,). This smallerspeedis dueto the while particle 2 has penetrated from a location above
fact that the velocitychangeacrossthe rotationaldis- the X line. On the other hand, the particles following
continuitiesin the 2-D hybrid simulationis smallerthan orbit 3 and orbit 4 have been reflected back into the
that predictedfromthe Walenrelation,asdiscussed
for magnetosheathfrom the discontinuities,as shown by
case 1.
the solid trajectory curvesin Figure 8. Again, the parIt is found that the X line movesnorthward awayfrom

ticles can be reflected either above or below the X line if

the centraldiffusionregionin the simulationframe if they are initially not too far away from the X line. OrAV > 1.8VAs.For AV = 2.0VAs,or the magnetosheath bit 5 representsa particle that has penetrated through
flow speedVzs= V•8, the X line moveswith a speed RD1 but is trapped in the outflow region at the final
of • 0.18V•m in the simulationframe. La Belle-Hamer moment, as shown by the dashed-dottedcurve. Note
et al. [1995]hasarguedusingan MHD simulation
that that the field lines are constantlycarried away from the
a noticeablemotion of the X line occursif the magne- X line by the outflow while the ions are traced.
The averagetransmissionrate either aboveor below
tosheathflowspeedrelativeto the X line is greaterthan
V•. A similarresult is obtainedin our hybrid simula- the X line is estimated by identifyingthe final locations
tion. The motion of the X line can be understood as of the magnetosheathions that are incident onto the
follows. As the shear flow speedincreases,the separa- magnetopauseat various distancesof z. The magne-

trix angleof the reconnection
is gettinglargebelowthe tosheathparticlesinitially near x = 10/kinand Iz[ = 10,
X line, while it is smallerabovethe X line, as seenin 30, and 60/kinwithin a box of fix = 5/kin and 5z = 5
Figures5 and 6. If the outflowspeedVoutbelowthe X are traced. Only those particles actually incident on
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is higher than that near the X line. For example, at

Lines

z _ 65)•mthe reflection(transmission)rate is • 20%
(80%), whereasat z _ 10/•mthe reflection(transmission) rate is • 5% (95%). Someions are reflectedat

6O

the kinked magneticfield linesin the reconnectionlayer.
Nevertheless, it is found that the reflection of the ions

occurs mainly in the inner boundary layer. Most of
the incident ions from the magnetosheathcan penetrate
through RD1 on the magnetosheathside of the current
layer, which is consistentwith the hybrid simulation of

Swift and Lee [1983]for an isolatedmagnetopause
rotational discontinuity. These ions then drift along the
magnetopause.If the ions encounteran increaseof the
magnetic field, their drift velocity will decreaseowing
to the mirror

force and be reflected

back at the inner

boundary layer into the magnetosheathfield. In addition, some incident ions from the magnetosheathare
found to be reflected

at the X line.

The reflection

rate

under various/•s will be studied elsewhere.
In the presence of a shear flow the transmission or
reflection
ferent

rate

from

above

that

the

below

X
the

line
X

is found

line.

In

to be difcase 4 with

AV = 0.2VA,, the reflection(transmission)
rate is estimated to be • 24% (76%) in the reconnection
layer
regionbelowthe X line. Abovethe X line the reflection
rate is found to be • 12%, while the transmissionrate is
• 88%. The difference between the transmission rates
above and below the X line is due to the difference

in

the magnetic configuration. Overall, the magnetic curvature radius in the z > 0 region is larger than that in
z < 0 in the caseswith a shear flow, as seen in Figures 5 and 6.

It is known

that

the ion orbits

in the

magnetic field are controlled by the curvature param-

etern = (l•min/Pmax)
1/2,where/•minis theminimum
radiusof curvatureof the magneticfield and Pmaxis the

-60
15

15

x/x

m

maximumLarmorradiusof ions[Buchnerand Zelenyi,
1989].The reflectedionsare foundto havea relatively
large Larmor radiusor a relatively small valueof n. The
ions with a Larmor

radius much smaller than the radius

of curvature of the magnetic field are strongly magneFigure 8. Sometypical orbits of the magnetosheath tized and simply transmitted through the current sheet
ions in case 4 with A V = 0.2VAs from t = 0 to t =
along the field lines. Below the X line, sharp kinks of
600• • .
field lines are seen in RD1 on the magnetosheathside.
Thereforethe reflectionrate is higher below the X line.

the currentlayerarecounted.We havealsotracedthe

magnetosheath
particles
fromotherx distances
nearthe 6. Summary
currentlayerat t = 0 andtracedparticlesfromvarious
times. A similar transmissionrate is obtained. A total

In summary, a 2-D hybrid simulationhas been car-

ried out to study the structureof the daysidemagne-

of 40,000particleshavebeentracedfor eachcase.

topause reconnectionlayer. In particular, the effects
We take the transmittedparticlesas thosethat have of a finite guidefield By and a shearflow are investi-

passed
RD1fromthemagnetosheath
byt - 600f••,

gated. The simulation is carried out in the frame in

and the reflected ions are taken as those that end up

whichthe magnetosheath
and the magnetospheric
plasmashavean equalbut oppositeflow velocityalongthe

with a locationin the magnetosheath.
In the casewithout a shearflow, i.e., AV = 0, the transmission
rate is
estimatedto be N 85%, and reflectionrate is • 15%.
In addition,a detailedexaminationindicatesthat the
reflection rate at a distance z farther from the X line

north-south

direction.

The main results are summa-

rized below.

1. In the presenceof a finite guide magneticfield
By • 0 in the magnetosheath
and the magnetosphere,
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two rotational discontinuitiesare present in the recon-

nectionlayer,whereasin our previousstudyfor By - 0
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